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THINGS TO DO WHEN YOU TURN OFF YOUR CAM-
ERA DURING ZOOM CLASS

Some days it is just very difficult to keep your camera on during zoom 
class. Personally I try to keep my camera on often because it looks all re-
spectful and shiz to the prof. But there are definitely moments and times 
when I simply can not turn on my camera, whether that be for appear-
ance’s sake or if I am doing something. I totally get it if you turn off your 
camera. I respect the drip. But I love when people’s cameras are on be-
cause I can people watch and see how is actually listening. Anyways..... I 
sound like a stalker but yeah I love the zoom class dyanmics..... because it 
is always awkward. That being said, if you choose to turn your camera off 
during zoom class, there are probably a number of reasons to do so. I have 
compiled a list for you all of things to do when your camera is off during a 
zoom class. 

-Do some arts and crafts. Every season is friendship bracelet season. 
-Make some food. I do this one quite a lot actually. Especially for morning 
classes because I don’t know how to wake up early and so I make break-
fast during the first 15 minutes of class.
-Take a walk. Bring the class with you.... or don’t, that’s up to you. 
-Play Uno with you roommates. or maybe Monopoly. You could even play 
Twister if you are feeling flexible. 
-Watch netflix on another device. This one means that you are absolutely 
not paying attention in class. YOLO.
-Nap. This one also means that you are absolutely not paying attention in 
class.
-Online shop. My personal favorite classtime activity. 
-Drink some beer. Or a whiteclaw. or if you are feeling sophisticated have 
some wine.
-Building a rocket or fighting a mummy
-Discovering something that doesn’t exist
-Giving a monkey a shower
-Surfing tidal waves
-Finding a dodo bird
-Painting a continent
-Come up with ideas for the Bullsheet (send in submissions..... my creativ-
ity levels are seriously diminishing)

-Katie Kerrigan, Head Writer
(Original idea by Emma Woerner)



Bull’s  
Last WordCharlie “a bean bag chair” Schweiger, Managing Editor

Elizabeth “the string lights that don’t work” Arterberry, Senior Writer
Jo$h “books that havent been opened since 1998” P03, Senior Writer

Maggie “a mini lightbulb” Bell, Junior Writer
Blythe “four empty cold brew cans” Dahlem, Sophmore Writer

Ellie “almost empty jar of peanuts” Schrader, Sophomore Writer
William “the useless broken computer” Kelsey, Sophomore Writer

Emma “random sheets of paper” Rutherford, Sophomore Writer

  James “the chair the bean bag is on top of” Whitney, Junior Editor
Jack “old jar of trail mix” May, Junior Editor

Betsy “moldy mini fridge from 1982” Wagner, Sophomore Editor
      Katie “cardboard boxes” Kerrigan, Head Writer

This office has 
too many pieces 
of furniture. I 
am stressed.

Staff “Items Cluttering Our Office” Box

WILLIAM KELSEY DOESN’T UNDERSTAND MOVIES

Help!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Can someone who is a film major or sumfn tell me what the fuck is going 
on in I’m Thinking of Ending Things? Cuz like I’m a fan of Kauffman’s 
work as much as the next dude—fucking love Synecdoche, New York—
but this one is just like. . . idk. Like what? I honestly pirated it at like 1 in 
the morning when I may or may not have been mildly intoxicated so it was 
real whack. 
 “I need help understanding movies. Big brain hours are not happening 
right now. good night”

YOUR OPINION MATTERS! 
Don’t squander this opportunity!

Do you ever use condiments to cover up the taste of shitty 
food at Denison? How many snap streaks do you have? 
Do you sleep? If you can answer these questions, please 
take the 3 minute survey for Dr. Edge's Intro Statistics 
course. If we get 300 of y'all to do this by Saturday at 
noon, we all get 5% on our projects. Bonus. Free. No 

strings attached. Do it over breakfast/lunch/dinner/coffee/
during the long mailroom waiting line/etc. and help
us out. QR code is here 
or use http://tiny.cc/den-

nysurvey2020 
Thanks and take it easy!

-Michael Ball ‘22

William Kelsey, Sophomore Writer

ADVERTISEMENTS! IMPORTANT! 

Buzzfeed out here forcing 
me to make an impossible 
choice. How am I suppose 
to choose. The two great 
loves of my life.


